






Be your own Fashionista! This season bold 
decisions were ruling the runway.  Whether 
you take it to the limit or just have one 
piece of goto FLARE, you can not go wrong 
with creative styling. 
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So one time in band camp……Yep, band 
uniform and military jackets have sprung 
into FALL fashion like a drum roll.  It’s 
the perfect accessory to show you are on 
top of your fashion game.

Band Camp

Compiled by Forecaster NATALIE DE GROOT  Written by BISOUS FASHION



Bright colors for FALL?  Say it 
isn’t so. It is. You can carry your 
candy bowl of skittle colors all 
the way into winter this year. 
Go for it! Black everyday can 

be so very boring.

Candy Bold
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Exotic cheetah prints are the 
way to liven up your otherwise 
domestic wardrobe.  Wether it 
be a handbag, purse, shoe or 
fabric it’s the PURRRFECT 

choice this season.

CAT-LIKE REFLEX
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Fall and checkered patterns usually 
go hand and hand.  This season 
choose a color checked pattern to 

brighten your step.

Check list



It’s going to be getting cold out there, winter is 
creeping in as we speak.  Fur a common mainstay 
is still around.You just have more choices from 

faux to otherwise to achieve the look.
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Let ‘r Buck partners. The Western 
theme is not going anywhere. 
Open the gate and let the rodeo 
right into your closet. Just don’t 

get costumey.

Wild Wild West



TREND REQUEST

# B T S
VICTOR & ROLF COUTURE 
FALL 2016
Their impulse was sustainability and 
to challenge themselves to create 
something new from fragments of the 
past.
“We want something organic,” Viktor 
Horsting said. “we were thinking of the 
conscious designing and recycling. It 
felt logical.”

TREND REQUEST
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BALL
of CLAY

FALL begs for rich organic tones and this
season welcomed 70s rust tones with open

‘falling leaf’ arms
TRUSSARDI F/W 2016 MAX MARA cashmere cape PANTONE color swatch 

PRADA winged chelsea boot GUERLAIN terracotta bronzer 
VALUSPA baltic amber NOMAD leather charging wallet 

CHLOE faye suede shoulder ESTEE LAUDER advanced night repair eye
FENDI cat eye sunglasses

BISOUS TREND ALERT



BISOUS TREND ALERT

EDITORSAUTUMNCalls
Power couple through.. guide to fashion and items for both of you

BISOUS

BURBERRY shell bomber jkt $975

SAINT LAURENT paris 
sweet dreams appliqued jacket $1200

VETEMENTS cotton jersey hood $950
LEVIS 501 slim fit 
distressed $70

TAUN men’s anti-aging facial repair $57

COLE HAAN chelsea boot men $250

TIFFANY & CO 
square coated 

steel bracelet $975
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TALIKA liposourcils ink $29

CHLOE boucie jacquard ankle $1400

RAY.BAN classic wayfarer $150

GUCCI intarsia striped sweater $1000



Pink
CoPPer&Photography Fabrice Meuwissen

Model Karen Joigny

Beauty Julie Roux

Retoucher Cole Bettelyoun



Model Karen Joigny

MAKE UP FOREVER Ultra Hd Concealer Invisible Cover Concealer-beige apricot
NARS Sheer Glow Foundation- syracuse

MAKE UP FOR EVER HD Pressed Powder
KIKO High Pigment Wet And Dry Eyeshadow- matte poppy red

MAKE UP FOR EVER Artist Shadow - Metallic Finish- electric magenta



MAKE UP FOREVER Ultra Hd Concealer Invisible Cover Concealer-beige apricot
NARS Sheer Glow Foundation- syracuse
MAKE UP FOR EVER HD Pressed Powder
MAKE UP FOR EVER Sculpting Kit- gold
Urban Decay Gwen Stefani Eyeshadow Palette-zone, blonde, punk
NARS Audacious Mascara
ANASTASIA BEVERLY HILLS Brow Pro Palette- ash brown
LIME CRIME Velvetines Matte Lipstick-buffy



MAKE UP FOREVER Ultra Hd Concealer Invisible Cover Concealer-beige apricot
NARS Sheer Glow Foundation- syracuse

MAKE UP FOR EVER HD Pressed Powder
MAKE UP FOR EVER Sculpting Kit- gold

MAC Pigment-Magenta Madness
MAKE UP FOR EVER Artist Shadow - Metallic Finish- electric magenta

MAKE UP FOREVER Glossy Full Vinyl Effect Lip Gloss
MAKE UP FOR EVER Artist Plexi-Gloss- Nude Beige

BISOUS BEAUTY



MAKE UP FOREVER Ultra Hd Concealer Invisible Cover Concealer-beige apricot
NARS Sheer Glow Foundation- syracuse
MAKE UP FOR EVER HD Pressed Powder
MAKE UP FOR EVER Sculpting Kit- gold
URBAN DECAY Naked3 Palette- limit
HOUSE OF BEAUTY Lip Hybrid- grace



LIME CRIME Velvetines Matte Lipstick– Buffy $20 www.limecrime.com
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MAC
Pigment-Magenta Madness

$22 www.nordstrom.com

MAKE UP FOR EVER
Artist Plexi-Gloss– nude beige

$19 www.sephora.com

MAKE UP FOR EVER
Artist Shadow- Metallic– 

Electric Magenta 
$21 www.sephora.com

ANASTASIA 
BEVERLY HILLS

Brow Pro Palette-Ash Brown
 $88 www.anastasiabeverlyhills.com

NARS
Audacious Mascara
$26 www.narscosmetics.com MAKE UP FOR EVER

Sculpting Kit-Gold
$48 www.sephora.com

NARS 
Sheer Glow 
Foundation- Syracuse
$45 www.sephora.com

HOUSE OF BEAUTY 

Lip Hybrid– grace

$16 www.houseofbeauty.com

MAKE UP FOR EVER
HD Pressed Powder

$36 www.sephora.com

MAKE UP FOR EVER
Ultra HD Invisible  
Cover Concealer 

$27 www.sephora.com 

URBAN DECAY
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$54 www.sephora.com
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BISOUSBEAUTY

Strong and dauntless beauty trends
were all the rage this FALL from bellowing

treses to experimental shadow combos and
vivid lip colors. Being bold in your beauty
stylings has never been more acceptable.

Photography Christoph Klutsch Beauty Kerstin Hajdu
Model Luisa @M4 Models Retouching PJK Retouching



BISOUS
Feeling
BLUE?

If you’re gonna sing em 
you might as well wear em! This AUTUMN 

there are ‘blues’ dominating the fashion 
scene from indigo shades to icey hues.

PANTONE color swatch GUCCI sunglasses 
SAINT LAURENT tribute t-strap sandal LACOSTE f/w 16  

KENDRA SCOTT ‘Shelli’ wrist cuff LA PRAIRIE legendary lifting set
CHANEL le vernis blue rebel HOUSE of CINDY indigo pillow + malibu pouf

GIVENCHY antigona leather satchel URBAN DECAY eye shadow 
ORREFORS intermezzo old fashioned glass

BISOUS TREND ALERT



LASH-ion Week
By Andrea Cansler

Smothered, covered, and chunked lashes were on 
the menu for Fall runways. Featured in the shows 
of Louis Vuitton, Vivien Westwood, and Jason Wu 
these super-defined, borderline spider-esque lashes 

made a major impact.  Although the look has 
been swirling around the beauty ethos for the past 
year or so, this season elevated the look. Applying 
multiple layers of mascara on both the upper and 

lower lashes results in a flirty, thick, doll-like fringe. 
To wear this at home, keep the rest of your make-
up neutral with minimal shadow and blush, and 

transition it from day to night by adding a vampy 
pout to accompany your polished peepers!

LORAC
Multiplex 3D Lashes $22 www.loraccosmetics.com

DUO
Eyelash Adhesive

$9 www.sephora.com

VELOUR SILK LASHES
Fluff’n Thick Silk Lash Collection
$26 www.sephora.com
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NYX COSMETICS
Face and Body Glitter– crystal
$5.99 www.ulta.com

NYX COSMETICS
Color Mascara- blue

$6.99 www.ulta.com



While fall is notably the time 
of year when the air turns 
crisp, cozy sweaters return,  

and everything in Trader Joes turns 
pumpkin (no comment), it’s also a 
time of year to turn over a “new leaf” 
in your skin care regimen. The toll of 
summer sun indiscretions paired with 
the transition into cooler, dryer weather 
can wreak havoc on your skin. The key 
to managing your skin during seasonal 
change is simply paying attention and 
tweaking your routine. We reached out  
to L.A.-based dermatologist, Dr. Dixie 
Richards for her expertise:

Just
Fall Skin Protect

SKIN Case
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Written by Andrea Cansler, Beauty Editor



WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND 
TO REPAIR THE DAMAGE & 
DISCOLORATION FROM SUMMER 
SUN?
Continue using antioxidants and sunscreens 
to maximize the body’s own repairing 
process. Using a gentle hydroquinone/ 
kojic acid product at night time to reduce 
pigmentation can also help discoloration.  
Patients who want faster improvements can 
do a gentle photo facial laser to reduce the 
discoloration and mild broken capillaries that 
can occur from the Summer sun. (See 1&2)
HOW SHOULD I UPGRADE MY 
SKINCARE REGIMEN FOR FALL/
WINTER?
More hydration in fall and winter.  Moisturizers 
with hyaluronic acid can help plump up the 
layers of the stratum corneum. And using mild 
glycolics and emollient creams reduces fine 
lines and wrinkles that occur more often in 
the drier fall and winter months. (See 3&4)
DO I NEED TO BE AS VIGILANT 
ABOUT WEARING SPF IN THE 
FALL/WINTER MONTHS? 
We may be in the sun less but the UVA 
which comes through glass and clouds is just 
as damaging. Continue using broad-spectrum 
sunscreens.  Additionally, it would be wise 
to use slightly heavier creams to combat the 
dryness and stress the skin suffers from the 
colder, drier winter environment (See 5&6)
WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO 
EXFOLIATE? 
Gently! Facial exfoliation can be with a gentle, 
moisturizing glycolic serum like Skinceuticals 
Retexturizing Activator (a product that both 
hydrates and exfoliates). Another simple 
solution for the face could be the Clarisonic 
brush in the shower or bath followed by barrier 
protective moisturizer like Cerave. (See 7&8)

1. NEOSTRATA HQ Lightening Gel  
$57 www.neostrata.com

2. SKINCEUTICALS Phloretin Serum  
$183.00 www.skinceuticals.com

3. PHILOSOPHY Uplifting Miracle Worker  
$65.00 www.philosophy.com

4. SKINCEUTICALS Triple Lipid 2:4:2  
$125 www.skinceuticals.com

Q &A 1BISOUS BEAUTY

5. ELTA MD UV Physical Spectrum SPF 41 
$29.50  www.dermstore.com

6. MURAD Invisblur Spf 30  
$65 www.murad.com

7. CLARISONIC Mia Fit  
$219 www.clarisonic.com

8. CERAVE Moisturizing Cream  
$15.99 www.cvs.com
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With Dr. Dixie Richards



MAKE UP
Embryolise
Rouge Bunny Rouge
HAIR 
color Wella
iles Formula Shampoo, Conditioner, Serum
Davines dry texturizer
ghd curve classic wave wand
Mason Pearson



affair

BISOUS BEAUTY

HAIR
Photography Christoph Klutsch

Beauty Kerstin Hajdu Model Luisa Retouching PJK Retouching



MAKE UP
Embryolise
Rouge Bunny Rouge
HAIR 
iles Formula Shampoo, Conditioner, Serum
Balmain Spa Brush

BISOUS BEAUTY



MAKE UP
Embryolise

Rouge Bunny Rouge
HAIR 

iles Formula Shampoo, Conditioner, Serum
Davines Sea Salt Spary

BaByliss IPro



MAKE UP
Embryolise
Rouge Bunny Rouge
HAIR 
iles Formula Shampoo, Conditioner, Serum
Davines Volume Boosting Mousse
Balmain Clip-In Extensions
Mason Pearson



DIANE VON FURSTENBERG

ALTUZARRA

THE RIPPLE EFFECT
This trend is throwing it way, way 
back, to the 1920s. In a decade where 
the style of adorable sweetness courted 
a rebellious flapper alter ego, many 
women were left wondering if it was 
possible to have it all. Finger waves were 
the middle ground and they’re back in 
all of their glorious duality. Add them 
to an up-do to soften a harsh look, or 
throw them into a more casual look to 
glam it up. A favorite runway-to-real-life 
interpretation is a deep side part, lots 
of gel (recommended: L’Oreal Studio 
Line Clean Gel), paired with a casual 
ponytail. It’s a modern way of having it 
all, or at least looking like you do. 

TEXTURED CURLS
One of the most refreshing 
aspects of the runway this year 
was the celebration of natural 
beauty- and when it comes to 
hair that is all about texture! 
There’s nothing more romantic 
than “to thine own self be true” 
so embrace the frizz with a 
beautiful tribute to the delicate, 
fuzzy ringlets of the 40s. To 
achieve this soft beauty, part hair 
down the center and curl hair 
into small 1” curls. Brush back 
against the curl to create volume 
and apply Oribe Dry Texturizing 
Spray to highlight your gorgeous 
natural texture. This look is a 
little Ophelia, a little Scarlett 
O’Hara, and all you. 

80’s LADIES
There’s nothing quite as seductive as 
effortless glamour, and big hair lives at 
the intersection between bed head and 
bombshell. The 80s was the decade for 
electrifying individuality, and taking cues 
from that era will always make you stand 
out in a crowd. The key to achieving 
this wild look- it’s all about the tease! 
After curling large loose curls, tease 
with a backcomb and hairspray. Use 
Kerastase’s Keratine Thermique to give 
edgy, underground vamp, but without 
weighing hair down to the dreaded Beauty 
Queen look. Every 80s Lady knows, the 
only thing wilder than your heart should 
be your hair!

4

3

Shapes & Silhouettes
By Simone McAlonen
Tracing the bold shapes and colors of the past is where we find 
inspiration for the future, and the hottest hairstyles this season are 
no exception! Whether it’s the soft cloud of Marseille Waves or the 
stiff “S” shape of a gelled Finger Wave, unique and brave styles of 
the past were so impactful they defined an era. And yet, the truly 
vivid and strong styles can also define the individual. Identities can 
be found by reaction to a provocative echo from the past. Within the 
last century’s most striking hairstyles, these looks shine the brightest 
in today’s landscape and inspire our own bold expression!
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BISOUS BEAUTY

1. LEONORE GREYL èclat naturel 
$46 www.nordstrom.com

2. KUSCO-MURPHY Setting Lotion 
$38 www.ariva.com

3. LORÈAL Studio Line Clean Gel  
$4.99 www.lorealparisusa.com

1. REDKEN Pillow Proof Two Day Extender  
$20 www.ulta.com 

2. ORIBE Dry Texturizing Spray 
$44 www.neimanmarcus.com

3. KUSCO-MURPHY Dry Leave In 
$39 www.ariva.com

1. KÉRASTASE Keratine Thermique  
$43 www.kerastase-usa.com

2. L’ORÉAL Elnett hairspray  
$12.99 www.target.com 
$44 www.neimanmarcus.com

3. JOICO Gold Dust Shimmer Finishing Spray 
$7.99 www.loxabeauty.com
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GET THE LOOK

DIOR
24 Carat Gold Tattoos

MAC
Studio Eye Gloss Pearl Varnish
$22 www.maccosmetics.com

MAC
Dazzleshadow Can’t Stop Don’t Stop

$16 www.saksfifthavenue.com

ALESSANDRO
 Striplac 55 Dark Rubin 
$18 www.alessandro-international.us

STARGAZER
Cream Shadow-Violet

www.stargazer-products.com

BOBBI BROWN 
High Shimmer Lipgloss Nr. 04 Citrus
$26 www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com

LANCÔME
Hypnôse Mascara Black 

$27.50 www.lancome-usa.com





Page 1,2... Fine
Page 3,4 use image 06 .. You can’t flip it if you want to fit.. I 
hate the necklace on the head in the other one ugh. 
Page 5,6 use the furthe back image o2 cropped a little
Final page use the one with her eyes closed image o4
Everything looks really cool . You can get rid of the actual tattoo 
sheets and just use the CD booklets:)



GET THE LOOK

SMASHBOX 
Artificial Light 

Luminizing Powder 

BOBBI BROWN
Brow Kit dark
 $48 www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com

MAC
Lipglass Clear
 $16 www.maccosmetics.com

FLORMAR
Long Wearing Lipstick 

L10 Chic Aubergine

LAURA MERCIER
Eyeshadow Blanc
$25 www.nordstrom.com

MAC
Fluid Gel Eyeliner Black
$17 www.macys.com

OPI
Nail Lacquer 
Pamplona Purple 
$10 www.macys.com

BISOUS BEAUTY





ESSIE
It’s Obvious
www.kohls.com

GET THE LOOK

MAKE UP FOR EVER
Sculpting Blush -22  Iridescent 

Orange Coral 
$26 www.makeupforever.com

MAC
Face & Body Foundation C5 

$28 www.maccosmetics.com

STILA
Stay All Day Waterproof 
Liquid Eye Liner-- Jet Black
$22 www.sephora.com

URBAN DECAY
NAKED3 Palette - Colours 
Strange + Trick
$54 www.sephora.com

NARS
Audacious Mascara- 
Black Moon
$26 www.narscosmetics.com

CATRICE
Lipstick 060 “Oh Juicy!“ 



















BLACK
List

BISOUS TREND ALERT

Your go to BLACK without being BASIC

T by ALEXANDER WANG 
velvet bomber $595

CHRISTIAN DIOR
Kendall Jenner

BURBERRY 
lace mini dress $1795

OPI 
nail lacquer 
black onyx

TOM FORD
 black orchid 
Eau de Parfum $82

STERLING FOREVER 
choker $42

URBAN DECAY 
Vice Lipstick $17

SAINT LAURENT
stretch-leather 
over-the-knee 
boots $1,595 

LANCOME 
grandiose liner $32

LANVIN 
jiji small 
studded 
shoulder $2990



HotREDIt’s not just for girls anymore

APPLE
 smartwatch 

red $599 

CREME
POGONOTOMIENNE
shaving cream $40

SAINT LAURENT paris
 red velvet blazer $2800

VESPA 946 $10,499

CZECH and SPEAKE
manicure set $450

ALEXANDER 
MCQUEEN

PRADA virgin wool beanie $195

ADIDAS gazelle sneaker $80

BISOUS TREND ALERT

BLACK

URBAN DECAY 
Vice Lipstick $17



MENS TRENDS
By Bisous Fashion

FALL came boldly rushing in giving you gents the opportunity to step out of 
your comfort zone and go a little wild and crazy.  A definite vintage retro vibe 
hovered over this Season’s collections leaving us all wondering if we had time 

traveled. No. We did not.  But the color palettes and fit said otherwise.
So take a wander through your local thrift store and pair a piece or two with an 
updated jacket or trouser and wear it well.  Do not be afraid to boldly go where 

no one has gone before.

FOUR GET TA-BOUT-IT
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TRENDS

1 CHECK MATEY
Checks, plaid and gingham. There are many words describing 
the trend and several ways to incorporate it into your wardrobe.  
If you’re not wearing some form of plaid this season you’re not a 
cool kid. And no, it doesn’t have to be in the form of a Flannel. ew.
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TRENDS

2DA BOMB
I told you we were going retro. The Bomber is back and we 
couldn’t be happier.  Who doesn’t love a bomber? This season 
try one in a different color or appliqué. Why not? Not everything 
has to be khaki.
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3METAL DETECTOR
Metallics. Step into the future. We wouldn’t suggest necessarily 
dressing in head to toe tinsel, but an element of flash can give 
your otherwise boring daily a bit of ZING.
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TRENDS

4KITSCHY KITSCHY KOO
Apparently you can mix anything that you may have seen on a 
60s or 70s tv show and wear it all at the same time.  Suggested 
only for those with tough skin…or wearing tough skins? Either 
way, you’ll definitely turn heads as you let your style speak for 
itself. 
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BACKSTAGE
What can we say that hasn’t already been 
said about the flamboyant and radical GUCCI 
men’s show this season. Welcome to the New 
Punk, a renewal of reality.
The collection is Renaissance arrives at Studio 
54—I like to talk in more than one language. 
Fashion isn’t about going in just one direction; 
I think it’s very contemporary to have many 
different inspirations
Alessandro Michele Gucci Creative Director



















Sarajo

Bold Taste



Sarajo Bold Luxury is what comes to mind 
when walking into SARAJO 
gallery emporium  in New York 

City’s Soho neighborhood. SARAJO, 
a preeminent authority and resource 
for premium ethnic artifacts, has 
returned to NYC with the opening of 
the new store.  Inside you will find a 
plethora of treasures ranging from 
textiles to furniture some of which 
date back to the 1600s.  We thought 
it would be a fabulous opportunity 
to take our readers on a little trip 
and explore what drives the brand 

and it’s curator Yosi Barzilai.

Textiles—ranging from 
military rank badges from 
19th century China and 

Indigo woven cotton from 
Sub-Sahara to Bizarre Silk 
from 17th century France

Bold Taste

BISOUS WE DIG



Q 
&A

By Shelli Wright

PLEASE TELL OUR READERS 
ABOUT WHO AND WHAT SARAJO 
IS. A LITTLE INTRO IF YOU WILL.
I founded Sarajo over two decades ago to serve as 
a resource for fashion and home designers, stylists, 
collectors, and antique lovers looking for unique 
textiles, furniture, jewelry, and clothing culled from 
across the globe. Some might call it a candyland-
like gallery of ethnic artifacts. I like to think of it 
as my happy place. While Sarajo is an international 
brand, its homebase is in New York City with a 
new shop located in the SoHo design district at 
31 Howard Street.

WHAT WAS THE INSPIRATION 
BEHIND THE OPENING IN 1988?  
I founded Sarajo to satisfy my desire for a career 
and lifestyle that could inspire me and that I could 
feel passionate about.  I grew up in Israel and 
came to the United States in the 1970s to study 
at Pratt Institute.  After graduating with a BFA 
in photography and painting, like many young 
people, I lacked a clear direction.  So with the 
encouragement of my father, I entered the family 
jewelry business.  After awhile I realized that it 
wasn’t the career or life I wanted. Even though I 
had set a side my early ambition to work as an 
artist, I wanted to find a way that I could support 
myself and incorporate art into a career. I have 
always had a taste for the exotic and esoteric as 
well as a love and appreciation for the decorative 
arts, so when I finally decided to make my break, 
this is direction I went in.  Overtime my speciality 
has become textiles, as I became more and more 
aware that they were exciting me above and beyond 
everything else. 



“SOME MIGHT CALL 
IT A CANDYLAND-

LIKE GALLERY 
OF ETHNIC 

ARTIFACTS.” 

WE DIG



AFTER OPENING IN SOHO IN 1988 WHY 
THE MOVE TO PORTLAND MAINE? AND 
NOW THE RETURN BACK TO NYC?
Sometimes you need to mix things up. And, I did for both 
professional and personal reasons. I found myself in a groove 
in New York and for me, nothing ceases inspiration more 
than operating on cruise control. I realized that Sarajo 
didn’t need to be in a big city to be successful; it required 
an excited eye, passion and the Internet, a tool that the 
move encouraged me to master and thus use to grow our 
e-commerce business, as well as allow me to interact with 
our customers in a new fashion. Portland had a lot to offer 
on the antique front, from untapped attics and basements 
to the goods that the nineteenth-century merchant marines 
brought back from their travels. My partner and I had also 
just adopted two children and we wanted to raise them away 
from the chaos of New York. 
Now, here we are, a decade later, our kids are older and we’re 
back in New York. The unique cultural pulse of the city is 
simply too irresistible and drew us back. I needed a change 
again, I missed the personal connect with our customers and 
being able to share with them the story behind each item. 
We are excited to be back on our old turf in SoHo with a 
new shop that showcases an assortment of over 1,500 of my 
favorite ethnographical items 

YOUR PIECES SPAN THE GLOBE AND 
CENTURIES. HOW OFTEN DO YOU 
TRAVEL? DO YOU HAVE SPECIFIC SPOTS 
YOU FREQUENT? 
The thrill of discovery is what excites me the most in life. 

Well, besides my family, of course. While I often travel 
throughout the U.S and abroad in search of extraordinary 
items, my shop-till-I-drop excursions have become less 
frequent as the world has changed and trekking to unearth 
the unique isn’t as necessary as it once was. Thanks to the 
relationships I have built over the past few decades with 
craftsman in the Far East—where I used to take semi-
annual trips—Africa, India, Eastern Europe, everywhere—I 
am able to hunt and gather from my homebase in New 
York, as well as from nearby markets that offer a wealth of 
authentic antiques.

WHO IS YOUR MAIN CLIENTELE? 
Our loyal audience spans the globe, interests, professions, and 
spaces. We cater to designers, stylists, collectors, celebrities-
-Mick Jagger even outfitted his home with furniture from 
us-- antiques aficionados, and anyone that truly treasures 
the beauty of authentic artistry.

DO YOU FIND THAT A BEAUTY OF 
AN ITEM SOMETIMES HAS A WAY 
OF MAKING A COLLECTOR OUT OF 
SOMEONE WHO OTHERWISE MAY HAVE 
JUST BEEN BROWSING?
We’re often times visited by those who are simply curious 
about antiques and our offerings, as well as those shopping 
for an eye-candy moment. Beauty certainly has a way 
of igniting a passion for collecting, but whether or not 
someone makes a purchase, we aim to inspire intrigue and an 
appreciation for the originality and quality of workmanship 
that we value.

WE DIG



“We aim to inspire 
intrigue and an 

appreciation for the 
originality and quality 
of workmanship that 

we value.” 



TELL US ABOUT THE NEW STORE
The new shop is an ultra-modern space designed by AIA 
award-winning architect Carol Wilson. Textiles—ranging 
from military rank badges from 19th century China and 
Indigo woven cotton from Sub-Sahara to Bizarre Silk from 
17th century France—are organized according to region 
and displayed in custom-built wood and glass cases, with 
a selection exhibited on the walls. You’ll find imperial silk 
robes, shawls and ethnic dresses throughout the space, while 
ornately carved jewelry collected from Africa, Indonesia, India, 
Yemen and other far-flung places are on view in a showcase. 
Significant furnishings also are featured, including an historic 
and large-scale Chinese Straits Bed that serves as the focal 
point upon entering. 

IF YOU WERE TO GIVE A ROOKIE 
COLLECTOR ANY ADVICE, WHAT WOULD 
THAT BE?
Invest in what excites you.



New Store Location:

31 Howard Street

New York, NY 10013

Collections can be found online 

at www.Sarajo.com 

# FOLLOW
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K-PAK
®

 COLOR THERAPY
™

  

LUSTER LOCK
™

instant shine & repair treatment

Unlock the Secret to 
#LustworthyLocks

•  Megawatt shine & stunning color vibrancy in just one treatment

•  Dramatically stronger, healthier locks with every use

•  Protects hair against styling abuse, making it 9x more resistant 
to breakage*

*Against combing breakage on damaged hair vs. a non-conditioning shampoo.

PEOPLE CAN’T STOP RAVING...
“ I haven’t seen my hair this shiny in years... 
this is a first!” 

“My hair went from fried to fabulous in an instant.” 

“This product works miracles!” 

“ It restores the shine... it looks like I just got my 
hair colored and I didn’t!”

©Joico® Laboratories, Los Angeles, CA 90042-0308    HAIR: Joico Artistic Team     COLOR: Denis de Souza     PHOTO: Hama Sanders

the joi of healthy hair™

For a FREE SAMPLE or to buy go to JOICO.COM
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MARISSA WEBB
Zoya in Willa, Naked Manicure™ 
Lavender Perfector and Naked 

Manicure™ Glossy Seal
Set the trend of “negative space” manis 
with a two-toned graphic design that 
lets your natural nail peek through.

DKNY
Sal ly Hansen Complete  Salon 
Manicure  in Dark Hue-moor and 
Commander in Chic
Try a twist on the half-moon manicure 
and create a small half circle at the 
tip of the nail.

FALLOn Your Fingertips
Take a cue from the nail looks seen on the 

runway at the Fall/Winter 2016 shows and go 
bold and graphic this season. We rounded up the 
usual suspects for ideas on how to take that dark-

hued mani for fall to the next level.
AS SEEN AT...

BY PAULINE MA

MARC JACOBS
Marc Jacobs in Blacquer
Pay tribute to the goth 
look by keeping nails 
short and finishing with a 
high-shine top coat.



OHNE TITEL
MAC Lacquer in Nocturnelle
Dot white polish across the 
nail to play up the classic 

polka dot pattern.

TANYA TAYLOR
Morgan Taylor Lacquer 
in Little Black Dress, 
From Paris With Love 
and Orange You Glad
Combine multiple 
fall-inspired shades 
to create a dark, rich 

ombre effect.

RODARTE
OPI in We’re in the Black and Raisin 
the Bar
Add a layer of romance by lining a 
gothic nail with a hint of sultry red.

NICHOLAS K.
Dermelect Cosmeceuticals in 
Swagger and Excentric
Match your purple fall lip to 
your mani by creating a deeply 
saturated, eggplant shade with 
a slight sparkle at the tips.

JONATHAN SIMKHAI
Essie in Midnight Cami, Matte 
About You and Gel.Setter Top 
Coat
Copy the woven design of 
your favorite fall sweater and 
create a textured look on select 
fingers atop a cozy blue shade.

CUSHNIE ET OCHS
Christian Louboutin in Sweet 
Charity Base, Lady Page and 
Khol
Make your fingertips the center 
of attention by lining a graphic 
tip set against a neutral base 
coat.

BISOUS BEAUTY















BY LIFESTYLE CONTRIBUTORS 
PAIMAN AND SORMEH SALIMPOUR 
OF SORMEH LIFESTYLE
Traditional order is always disturbed for the Bold. 
Dare to be bold, look ahead, creating ideas that 
are not for the faint of heart. You has to be unique 
to be number one. A lot of people want to play it 
safe, don’t. Be yourself, there is only one YOU, 
embrace that.

On the Verge!
Bring a rare feistiness to what ever it is you are 
doing. Wear Sequins during the day, after all, as 
Dali once said, the sun makes them sparkle the 
most. Use potatoes as center pieces. Try the 
untried, there are no written rules as to how, 
when, and where anything was meant to be used! 

Merit Deeper exploration!
Take the time to brood over life and operate 
against fast living, fast design, fast food, and fast 
fashion. Perfect the imperfect rule of slow living. 
Imagination is one of the most luxurious things 
anyone can be offered. Unlock the magical cabinet 
of curiosity that is your mind!

True style respects no boundaries!
Those who dare to be bold share a bond with 
their constant curiosity. Their passion and 
uncontrollable convection sets them apart. People 
who develop a strong sense of individuality do not 
depend on the acceptance of others. 
Life goes by in the blink of an eye, so make your 
story one worth listening to! After all, it’s your 
world, everyone else is just living in it!

“Begin, be bold and 
venture to be wise”

–Horace

A Page Out Of 
Sormeh Lifestyle’s Journal

ON BEING BOLD



Paiman and Sormeh are a mother daughter 
design team and regular BISOUS contributors.  
For more on Sormeh Lifestyle and to shop 
Mix & Play, please visit their website at 
SORMEHLIFESTYLE.COM
Readers may also find Sormeh Lifestyle on 
facebook.com/sormehlifestyle and  
Instagram.com/sormehlifestyle.
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Loudmouth
Bold Italian Flavor

There is nothing like a great 
Arrabiata when the weather 

changes. It’s hot, it’s spicy it’s 
BOLD. Invite some friends over, 
pour some wine and make this 
uncomplicated recipe from Mario 
Batali.  It’s basically pasta with 
tomato sauce and cheese, but red 
pepper flakes give the sauce a 
delicious kick.



INGREDIENTS:
3 tablespoons kosher salt
4 tablespoons extra-virgin olive 
oil, plus 4 more tablespoons
½ cup tomato paste
1 tablespoon hot red-pepper 
flakes
1 ½ cups chopped tomatoes, 
like Pomì
1 pound penne
Maldon or other flaky sea salt
Freshly grated Parmigiano-
Reggiano for serving.

PREPARATION:
1. Bring 6 quarts of water to a boil in a large 

pot, and add 3 tablespoons kosher salt.

2. Meanwhile, put 4 tablespoons olive oil in 
a large sauté pan over medium heat, and 
then add the tomato paste and pepper 
flakes; reduce the heat to low and stir just 
until fragrant, about 4 minutes. Stir in the 
tomatoes, and remove from the heat.

3. Drop the pasta into the boiling water, and 
cook until al dente. Drain the pasta, reserving 
1/4 cup of the pasta water.

4. Add the pasta and the reserved pasta water to 
the tomato sauce, stir and toss over medium 
heat until the pasta is well coated. Season 
with salt if necessary, then add the remaining 
oil, tossing well. Serve immediately, with 
grated Parmigiano-Reggiano on the side.

BISOUS EATS



CHRISTOPHER ROBIN BREDESEN - EXECUTIVE EDITOR                                                                 
              CO-FOUNDER

Chris began his career in documentary film over 15 years ago following dirtbag 
skateboarders around the world.  Thus began his passion, thereafter continuing 
his studies and receiving a B.A. in Journalism from the University of 
Oregon.  He is an award-winning editor and has worked in the commercial, 
feature, TV, and documentary genres.  For the past 9 years, Chris’ focus has 
been on fashion and beauty in both print and film.

www.bredesenproductions.com                                                                                

SHELLI WRIGHT -  EDITOR IN CHIEF
            CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Shelli Wright is a Fashion Photographer residing in Los Angeles, California.
After obtaining a BS in Journalism Shelli continued her studies in Paris at 
Parsons School of Design.  It was that stint in Paris that inspired Shelli to follow 
her passion for Fashion and she began shooting models for agencies in Paris, 
London, NY and of course back on the west coast in her home town of Portland 
Oregon.  Now working over 15 years in Southern Cal, Shelli decided to enlist 
director/editor and partner in crime Christopher Robin Bredesen to start what is 
now Bisous Magazine.  A platform for other creatives like themselves to forge 
relationships and friendships worldwide and put out what they think to be a pretty 
bitchin’ mag.

http://www.shelliwrightphotoworks.com

ANDREA CANSLER - BEAUTY EDITOR

Andrea brings over 12 years experience in medical dermatology, beauty, and the 
entertainment industry. She is a writer, comedian, and lover of all things aesthet-
ic: a twisted “Dear Abby” of the beauty world. She loves: the movie “The Jerk,” 
red lipstick, and animals. Hates: driving backwards & when people don’t say 
“thank you.” Indifferent about: tap water.  

SEBASTIANO MARINO - WEBMASTER

Euro transplant... like bikes.



AUDREY BRIANNE - FASHION CONTRIBUTOR
Audrey Brianne is an LA-based full-service wardrobe stylist with offices located 
in the heart of West Hollywood on Sunset Boulevard. Her career boasts work 
experience at renowned companies such as Tommy Hilfiger, Betsey Johnson 
and People’s Revolution, a fashion design degree from FIDM and styling 
endeavors in both New York and Los Angeles.

l

NATALIE DE GROOT - FASHION EDITOR

Is a fashion designer born and raised in Los Angeles. After designing for 
successful lines Natalie now freelances as a design consultant and is currently 
working towards releasing her own clothing line.

LILA JOY GINSBURG - ART DIRECTOR
“Joy of all trades” conquering the world one horseback/adobe/acting/marketing/
arts project at a time. Or all at once, whatever the job calls for.

PAULINE MA - EDITOR AT LARGE
Writer, editor, and digital communications professional specialized in beauty, 
fashion, and lifestyle.  Despite working in digital, she is also an overwhelmingly 
passionate paper goods enthusiast. Find her being a flâneuse, finding new #nomz, 
and listening for good stories in New York City. www.paulinema.com twitter/insta-
gram: @paulinelma



GUEST LIST

SORMEH SALIMPOUR writer
Sormeh Salimpour is the co-founder and creative director of Sormeh Lifestyle. Her work 
experience includes a long-term internship at fashion PR firm People’s Revolution, as 
well as assistant to celebrity stylist Monica Rose. Sormeh prefers daisies to roses and 
believes that no look is complete without the perfect arm party. 

PAIMAN SALIMPOUR writer 
Paiman Salimpour is the co-founder of Sormeh Lifestyle and is one of California’s 
cutting edge lifestyle designers. She is known for her out of the box thinking combined 
with an extraordinary sense of imagination and wonder. Paiman prefers globe trotting, 
books, and living in a roofless ruin over the perfect adobe.

TABITHA PEREZ art department 
New kid on the block hailing from the East Coast with a cocktail of artistic endeav-
ors in tow. Tabitha is doing anything and everything she can to just... make art. 
She doesn’t have a lot of free time, but when she does, she likes to drink martinis 
with her friends in low lighting. Namaste. 

SIMONE McALONEN beauty contributor
Simone currently lives in Los Angeles and is our regular beauty insight
contributor.

Michelle Dick maekup aritst
Michelle Dick is a makeup/hair artist residing in Dallas and repped
by On Set Management.  Michelle did the hair and makeup for our
Go West editorial shot in Amarillo Texas.






